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ne of the measures of an organization's 

success is its ability to stay at least one O
step ahead of its market. The Africa 

Leadership Forum (ALF) has consistently remained 

focused in its 28 years of existence, with its array of 

programmes and project relevant to Africa's 

socioeconomic exigencies some of which are 

documented in this four-year report (2012-2015). 

ALF is committed to constantly develop and 

improve Africa for Africans in a rapidly changing 

world which has helped us, as an organization, to 

stay true to our vision and values.

The year 2015 saw a change of baton in the 

leadership of our organization. The doyen of 

Nigeria and indeed Africa's civil society 

organisations, Mr. Ayodele Aderinwale MFR, was 

elevated by our Founding Chairman, Chief 

Olusegun Obasanjo, and tasked with the 

responsibility to oversee the affairs of the 1.   Entrepreneurship Development Training (EDT) 
Olusegun Obasanjo Presidential Library (OOPL) with additional focus on Agropreneurship aimed 
Foundation as the Deputy Chief Coordinator of at building the capacity of 6,000 youths in 
this Africa's first ever Presidential historical archive. agribusiness and other enterprises with the 

objective of solving unemployment, creating      Mr. Aderinwale demonstrated effective leadership 
new enterprises and generating sufficient food that many lack today when he became the 
supply in Nigeria and environs;Executive Director of ALF at a critical period in the 

history of Nigeria, and for the civil society groups 2.  Leadership and Governance Programmes (LGP)      
in the country. One of his achievements was with priority focus on accountability and good 
turning the ALF from a very humble position to governance anchored on citizen participation, 
what it is today. Through him, ALF became the first community empowerment and dialogue that 
NGO in Nigeria, if not Africa, to have a permanent will facilitate effective governance and 
secretariat of its own which has put it on a accountability at the local government level;
platform of effectiveness and sustainability. I 

3.  Leadership Development Programmes (LDP) requested for a valedictory foreword from Mr. 
with special focus on institutional capacity Aderinwale, which, as you will see was well-
enhancement and value re-orientation with written and ably captured the historical sojourn 
the hope to developing leadership capacity of and achievements of the ALF as well as the exploits 
public officers and, aimed to strengthening of our founder and his compatriots. We wish him 
democratic institutions and their operations;well in his new endeavour, as we pray for more 

4. Aspiring Democrats Training Programme grace and strength to measure up with greater zeal 

(ADTRAP) which will be run as a combination in his new task.

of Democratic Leadership Training and Looking ahead, the new management 
Legislative Internship for aspiring youth team has developed a five-year (2015-2020) 
leaders in Nigeria's institutions of higher strategic programme focus in the following areas:
learning with the aim of building a successor 

generation of youths on an effective 

governance;

Looking Towards a Great Future
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5.   Policy Dialogue Series (PDS) in priority areas I remain confident that the African 
affecting development which will focus on Leadership Forum will continue to develop and 
important public issues that are of strategic improve on its services to meet the needs and 
relevance to the national and regional challenges in development practices and, 
development; offering selfless service whilst remaining true to 

its values. 6. Leadership Resource Guide Programme 
(LRGP) with focus on documentation and Thank you 
production of leadership resource materials 
for the successor generations;

7.  Young Leaders Summit (YLS) at regional and 
continental levels which will bring together 
selected young public office holders across 
the continent. 

The  yea r  2015  a l so  s aw the  

commencement of the second phase of the CBN-

Entrepreneurship Development Centre (EDC) 

project in which the ALF is the Implementing 

Agency (IA) for the South-West Geo-political 

Zone of Nigeria. The Project is currently located 

in Ibadan under a new tripartite arrangement 

that made the Oyo State Government the host 

for the all the states in the South-West of Nigeria 

having won the hosting right in a bidding 

competition. Oyo State Government has proved 

its commitment to the project and youth 

advancement through the creation, with ALF, of a 

120 million microenterprise fund for the CBN-

EDC training beneficiaries for the purpose of 

enterprise and job creation in Oyo State. The ALF 

planned to extend the EDC project, in 2016, to 

other states in South-West through its Mobile 

Outreach Training Initiative (MOTI).

In our quest to expose the Nigerian youth 

to more self-employment opportunities, the ALF 

signed a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) with Odu'a Investment Company 

Limited (OICL) to manage the Oyo-Odu'a Skill 

Acquisition Centre in Ibadan. The centre will 

commence training in 2016 covering such skills as 

catering, event planning, fashion and fabric 

design, computer and telephone repairs and 

beauty and make-up arts amongst other viable 

entrepreneurial initiatives.

These programmes as well as others listed 

above are expected to create long-lasting impact 

in years to come. With the help of God and our 

partners, the desire of the ALF to actualise its 

mandate of raising well-equipped leaders in 

every sphere of African life will be fulfilled.
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 the development of leadership capacities and 
riting a foreword to a compendium on 

“across a wide spectrum of issues, but particularly 
the Africa Leadership 

in the development of a dynamic W
Forum (ALF) brings with 

civil society, a crucial ingredient in 
it a mix of emotions, a tinge of 

maintaining and strengthening 
partisanship and predictably 

representatives' democracy”.
nostalgia. I was associated with the 

This respect was earned. I will liken Forum for over twenty-seven years! 
the ALF to an acorn that was 

I  daresay without fear of 
planted by General (as he then 

contradiction, that the ALF was a 
was) Olusegun Obasanjo that has 

trailblazer in the comity of “NGOs” 
grown to an oak tree within the 

with a continent-wide mandate in 
African continent.

Africa. For the uninitiated, NGO 
Growing a soaring oak tree from a refers to agencies or organizations 
t iny acorn is  an amazing that are not profit-oriented and are 
experience. In terms of gardening supposed to be independent of the 

projects, oak tree cultivation is control of government and its 
fairly easy and incredibly agencies. These are usually value-
rewarding. It also provides a b a s e d  i n s t i t u t i o n s  o r  
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity organisations that rely partly or 
for you and your family to even primarily on charitable 

mature alongside the tree, which, though small at donations and voluntary services to actualise 
first, will in time become a massive fixture in your their mandate of adding value to the vulnerable 
neighborhood and a gift to be passed on to future in the society.
generations. 

The World Bank defines NGOs as “private 
So, it is with the ALF, as it grows; Chief (as he later organizations that pursue activities to relieve 
became known and referred) Obasanjo has had suffering, promote the interest of the poor, 
the chance to take an active role in the natural protect the environment, provide basic social 
beauty of the tree's (ALF) life cycle. services, or undertake community development” 

(Operational 14.70), while Edwin Madunagwu In a similar development to the oak tree 
(1999) reasoned that “non-governmental metamorphosis, the ALF started as a project 
organizations were at a time, political and surrounding the personality of Chief Olusegun 
ideological training schools that anyone writing Obasanjo, who after reviewing his experiences in 
today would refer to them as 'social movements' and out of power, discovered that most African 
rather than non-governmental organizations”. leaders assumed office, largely unprepared for the 

challenges and are thus, ignorant of the global Whichever way you look at them, NGOs have 
dynamics of their states and offices. become the wisdom centres for checking 

governmental excesses and providing option to Formed in 1988 with its headquarters at Ota, 
better the governance of the people. Many Nigeria, and an outpost in New York, USA, and 
NGOs are rich. The ALF, for instance, enjoys very even albeit briefly a publishing outfit in London, 
privileged position with all development partners the ALF is arguably one of the best-resourced and 
and multilateral agencies, including the World sought-after NGOs for over 20 years. It tapped 
Bank, United Nations and all their institutions. immense human capital from its outstanding 

networking capacities accentuated and facilitated This is because, according to Kofi Annan (2001), 
by varying convening power and leverage of its the Africa Leadership Forum has contributed to

ALF: From an Acorn to Oak Tree
By

Ayodele Aderinwale, MFR
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Council of Conveners and Executive Committee arrow-head (Olusegun Obasanjo) vanished from 
made up of seasoned scholars, bureaucrats and the scene following his infamous incarceration 
accomplished individuals with track records of between March 1995 and June 1998. To Accra, 
professional success and achievements such as the Ghana, we temporarily relocated, in a small flat 
irrepressible Hans d'Orville, erstwhile Director, that housed the secretariat and staff. Though 
Strategic Planning of UNESCO; the inimitable late difficult, the ALF soldiered on seamlessly. Being a 
Drago Najman, former Assistant Director- continent-wide initiative, we continued with the 
General of UNESCO; Adama Dieng, former business of outreach and sensitization, aimed at 
Executive Secretary, International Commission of pushing the complex African problems to the 
Jurists; Ahmed Abdallah, former Executive forefront of the international debate and have 
Secretary, Global Coalition for Africa; Archbishop them reflected in, and integrated into, global 
Desmond Tutu, South African priest and Peace perspectives and action.
Nobel Laureate; former Tanzania Prime Minister, 

It would be pretentious to claim that we were 
John Malacela to former Prime Minister of 

unshaken. But we were resolved not to plunder 
Mozambique, Dr Mario da Graca du Machungo. 

the goodwill that had been garnered over the 
These men and women, gathered to find years. The ALF has continued in the tradition, to 
solutions to the widespread and palpable crises of this day, to be a spatial arrangement to facilitate 
leadership and management across the continent. the interaction of both current and serving 
It needs no gainsaying that the ALF is the first leaders with the up and coming or the successor 
institutional framework to consciously address generation of Africans to serve as the catalyst for 
these leadership challenges in lectures, structured constructing and building golden bridges across 
discussions and group seminars, and interactions traditional divides, to produce a crop of informed 
on all exogenous causes of a historic or global leaders and individuals who would occupy 
nature besieging African development by an in- critical positions of authority and who can make 
depth analysis of the root problems related to informed judgements as they are confronted it 
leadership deficiencies in virtually all fields of has conduct with the multifarious challenges of 
societal activity or endeavour. transforming Africa”.

Obasanjo, like the farmer that he is, Over the years, the ALF conducted 
planted an acorn (ALF), and as wise farmers do hundreds of workshops, seminars, symposia, 
ideally, in the late summer or early fall (autumn) – face-to-face scenarios, commissioned papers and 
soon after leaving office as a military Head-of- research, dialogues, debates, and published 
State and at the commencement of a more books in the areas of leadership, development, 
rewarding career as an international statesman democracy, governance, peace and security, 
nurtured the acorn of yesterday to the enviable conflict prevention, management and resolution, 
oak tree of today. capacity building and communication. In 1991 in 

Kampala, Uganda at a consultation with the then 
Carol Holmes, an American farmer, elaborates on 

OAU and the UNECA, brought together over 500 
the nurturing of the oak tree: "Taking care of the 

participants. In the mix were presidents and 
oak during its first two years was very helpful, as I 

peasants, major employers of labour, as well as 
had not realized the dangers of aphids and other 

major trade union leaders, students and 
insects and animals until now". For me, it has 

professors reflecting a braid spectrum of African 
expression in the strong will and exceptional 

life and living. At the end of the meeting the 
commitment made by Chief Obasanjo to take the 

Kampala Document containing the proposals for 
ALF as an oak-planting project; as he took time to 

a standing Conference on Security, Stability, 
select leaders – Africans and friends of Africa – as 

Development and Cooperation in Africa, the 
seen in the list above, capable hands to nurture 

CSSDCA was adopted and presented to Africa. It 
the ALF seed for many years, until he found 

took years of persistence and relentless effort on 
himself in the shadow of death under the late 

the part of the ALF leadership before the AU 
General Sanni Abacha and the oak tree rather 

finally adopted a Solemn Declaration on the 
than withering away blossomed like lilies in the 

CSSDCA. It was the first time in the political 
garden across and beyond Africa with resounding 

history of the OAU/AU that an initiative by a civil 
success. 

society organisation would ever be adopted! It 
I must confess the most challenging was a great achievement. 

period of the ALF was when its leading light and 
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Today, the ALF ideas cares for all Quite ingenuously, the ALF, provides other 
considerable Africa challenges and the NGO has products to assist through its business 
increased productivity of major actors in development incubation centre by setting up 
government, parliament, business and civil special pool of fund after training to assist would-
society with a view to creating enabling milieu be entrepreneurs. 
and conditions for the development of the 

For discerning observers, the goals of the 
continent in an environment of peace, stability 

ALF – to continuously develop Africa leadership 
and security.

capacities- remain as vital today as when the 
While many policy documents in Education, organisation was established in 1988. The 
Healthcare, Governance and Social reformation contributions across a wide spectrum of issues, but 
can trace their roots to the spatial arrangement at particularly in the development of a dynamic civil 
the bi-monthly Farm House Dialogue, continent- society, a crucial ingredient in maintaining and 
wide initiatives championed by the ALF, like what strengthening representative democracy, 
is often regarded as Africa's Magna Carta, the recommends the ALF for a place in the pantheons 
standing Conference on Security, Stability, of great CSOs and its initiator, Chief Obasanjo, 
Development and Cooperation in Africa who like Nostradamus see beyond the immediate. 
(CSSDCA) served as a precursor to all the major He may no longer be the ALF's chairman but he 
strategic development initiatives in the continent, has set an unprecedented development agenda 
like the African Union Government, the New using the ALF as a platform for institutionalizing 
Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD), and documenting those ideals for which NGOs 
among other regional integration efforts. are noted. 

Africans and non-Africans alike with the The present crops of management are aware of 
ability to exchange ideas and keep abreast of the the burden they are saddled with. They must 
latest developments-political, scientific, social and ceaselessly, as they have done, be in the forefront 
economic, which are influencing the continent- of providing alternative and workable agenda to 
wide quest for peace, development and human better the lots of Nigerians and Africans at large. 
rights readily tap into the ALF's fountain when No doubt an onerous responsibility, but I am 
issues surrounding Africa's response mechanism to convinced, they will deliver.
global issues are concerned because no civil 
society organisation in the continent can boast of 
the resources – human and material – available at 
its beck and call.

The successor generations are not left out. 
Through its innovative programmes, the successor 
generation are benefiting as the country is 
waltzing through various precarious political and 
economic challenges. The Democratic Leadership 
Training Workshops conducted across the 
continent, for instance, remains a reference point 
in the grooming of the youths as today's leaders. 
Some of its products have emerged lawmakers, 
ministers and top policymakers in various 
governments. 

The Entrepreneurship Development 
Centre, where thousands have been trained, was 
motivated by the necessity to tackle 
unemployment and poverty among young 
people, and as the best way to eradicate poverty. 
The ALF does not believe in poverty alleviation. 
The ALF believes the most effective instrument for 
combating poverty is wealth-creation to put 
poverty on the back foot and on the retreat 
permanently.
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About ALF
he Africa Leadership Forum (ALF) is Africa's CSSDCA.
premier civil society and not-for-profit 

Also, the Africa Leadership Forum has been in the 
organisation. It grew out of the need to assist in T

forefront of working with and building the capacities 
improving the capacity of African leaders to confront 

of African women for leadership and development, 
development challenges.

which culminated in the creation of Africa Women 
His Excellency Olusegun Obasanjo, former Forum (AWF). The forum seeks to identify and 

President of Nigeria, created the Forum in 1988, establish a medium through which it can challenge 
motivated by widespread and palpable crises of ideas and create networking opportunities. The AWF 
leadership and management. Part of the ALF's mission has been convened several times in the past years. 
is to develop leadership initiative in Africa in order to 

The ALF's involvement with leadership development 
increase productivity of major actors in government, 

spans its 28 years' of existence. Alumni of the ALF's 
parliament, business and civil society. In this way, 

workshops have become political and business 
conditions for the development of the continent in an 

leaders in different parts of Africa immensely 
environment of peace, stability and security will be 

contributing to the New Africa agenda. In addition to 
created. A wide range of high-level conferences, 

this, the ALF has organised training conferences, 
seminars, workshops and publications address the 

workshops and capacity building sessions for the 
q u e s t  f o r  e f f e c t i v e  

young and old leaders 
leadership,  eff ic ient  

from various walks of 
m a n a g e m e n t  a n d  

life. Additionally, the 
enhancement of skills. 

A L F  h a s  b e e n  
The establishment of the 

involved in policy 
ALF was not fortuitous. It 

advocacy and research 
was in response to a number of very pressing 

activities that have been of tremendous benefit to both 
challenges facing post-independence Africa.

Nigeria and the African continent. 
Before the establishment of the ALF, there 

The aims of the Forum are to:
was no serious Africa-led, Africa-managed and 

1) Encourage the diagnosis, understanding Africa-initiated forum where leaders could meet and 
exchange experiences with the view to improving and informed search for solutions to local, 
their performances. No less worrying was the regional and global problems; taking 
difficulty involved in gaining access to relevant data account of their inter-relationships and 
on issues of national, regional or global importance. mutual consequences, involving both 

current and future leaders;The ALF was thus established as an 
expression of commitment to contributing in a 2)   Develop, organise and support programmes 
constructive and positive way to the search for for the training of able, capable and promising 
solutions to some of these problems, by developing 

Africans with leadership potentiality so as 
leadership capabilities in Africa in order to increase 

to expose them to the demands, duties output in government, the parliament, the business, 
and obligations of leadership positions the civil society and to create conditions conducive to 
and to prepare them systematically to the development of the continent in an environment of 
assume higher responsibilities as well as to peace, stability and security.
meet the challenges of an interdependent 

One of the ALF's significant policy contributions to 
world;

Africa's development is the initiation, design and 
promotion of the Conference on Security, Stability, 3) Generate greater understanding and to 
Development and Cooperation in Africa (CSSDCA), enhance the knowledge and awareness of 
which was adopted by the Organisation of Africa development and social problems within 
Unity (OAU), in the year 2000 at Lome, Togo, during a global context, among young potential 
the Assembly of African Heads of State and leaders from all sectors of society, cutting 
Government. To date, the ALF remains the first and 

across national, regional, continental, 
only civil society organisation that has performed 

professional and institutional borders; such a feat. The CSSDCA is a standing conference that 
with a view to fostering close and will convene every two years to review the progress 
enduring relationships as well as made by African countries as it relates to all the 
promoting life-long association and co-commitments entered into by them under the 
operation among such potential leaders;
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Africa, with a view to promoting and 
enhancing the work of the Forum and for 

4) Support and encourage the diagnosis and 
mobilisation and coordination of efforts 

informed search for appropriate and 
and resources.

effective solutions to local and regional 
African problems from an African 
perspective-within the framework of 
global interdependence- including 
considerat ion of phased act ion 
programmes that can be initiated by 
various communities, countries, sub-
regions and institutions, drawing on 
current leaders and decision-makers, 
scientists and young persons;

5) Sensitise incumbent leaders and policy 
makers, the media and the public at large 
– both in and outside Africa – on national, 
regional and global problems of 
development, strategy, environment and 
management in a way to facilitate their 
effective contributions to solutions;

6) Harness and utilise the influence and 
moral authority of leaders especially the 
residual influence and moral authority of 
those not currently in executive positions, 
for the settlement of confl icts, 
reconciliation and establishment of 
harmony among African countries;

7) Undertake actions and measures that will 
promote and sustain democratic practice 
and culture in Africa;

8) Disseminate information, ideas, and 
solutions to problems, work reports and 
activities of the Forum; through 
publication of books, journals, videos and 
other means of passing information and 
knowledge;

9) Assist in the development of the spirit and 
culture of entrepreneurship, self-
development and job creation among 
young professionals, especially those with 
an inclination towards interest in business 
activities;

10) Develop close network, outreach and  
cooperat ion with organisat ions,  
institutions and individuals in and out of 
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The Forum pursues its objectives in a variety of ways, encompassing different approaches and modalities so 

as to build and improve on leadership skills, experience and exposure in all walks of life, such as:

A)  Exposing African leaders to recognised and accomplished leaders from within and outside Africa to    

exchange views in an informal setting and to partake in their specific experience particularly in an African 

environment; 

B)  Arranging seminars, meetings and face-to-face encounters on emerging key issues bringing together 

African leaders in an effort to focus both on global questions with a direct bearing on Africa and on 

problems of a sub-regional or regional character; 

C)  Organising events in different African countries and at locations of international organisations, where 

appropriate, to accomplish a broad outreach; 

D)  Disseminating findings and proposals on priority issues so as to induce decision-makers in Africa and other 

continents to address the problems and take appropriate actions; 

E  Involving both well-known personalities and the younger generation, mostly un-inducted to international 

exchanges and co-operation, drawn from a network which will gradually be built through 

recommendations and identification by experienced personalities; 

F)  Publishing a journal of leadership and development for wide distribution and circulation amongst Africans 

and non-Africans. The journal carries articles and analyses on African or Africa-related problems and in-

depth/detailed interviews with accomplished leaders.
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PARLIAMENTARY SUPPORT PROGRAMME (PSP) 2012/2013

he programme focused on five (5) strategic areas in which the organisation worked. They are to: T
Programme Objectives

Programme Overview

In its third year of the project phase, and with continuous support from the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, the ALF, under the aegis of its Parliamentary Support Institute of Nigeria (PSIN), implemented the 
Parliamentary Support Programme to deepen the development of sustainable democratic institutions and promotion 
of good governance in Nigeria and Africa at large. 

In fulfillment of the project objectives, ALF delivered a total of 12 workshops between 2010 and 2012. Each of the 
workshops was dedicated to a specific theme and a total of 360 technical competent and professionally committed 
parliamentary support staff of various Nigerian parliaments were trained at the end of the project in 2012.

The themes of the 2012/2013 PSP workshops are as follows:

ALF | Annual Report 2012 - 2015
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Serve as a stable resource centre
for Nigerian Parliaments:
Parliamentarians and the 

parliamentary support staff.

Facilitate research and other
documentary exercise that would

support andn enhance
parliamentary development;

Provide relevant information and 
training to Nigerian

parliamentarians and the 
parliamentary support staff on a

continous basis.

Expose Nigerian Parliamentarians
to best practices in legislation and 
functional networking framework
and linkages with law makers in 

Africa and other parts of the world 

Facilitate interation and 
engagement with civil society in 

Nigeria



The workshop was held between 15th and 21st of April 2012 at the ALF International Conference Centre, Ota.

The workshop was graced by experts in the field of political science, public policy, water resources and sanitation 
management  etc. The highly informed faculty took turns throughout the entire course of the workshop to deliver on 
the various topics assigned to them. This included Dr. Dogara Bashir, Director, Research and Technical Services, 
National Water Resources Institute, Ziyok Ishaku, Head of Programmes, Water Aid Nigeria, Dr. Mrs. Ifunannya 
Nwokoro, Lecturer & Consultant, Faculty of Environmental Science, University of Lagos

,

Water and Sanitation Workshop
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11 States cutting across the North East (2 States), North Central (3 State), South-South (2 States) and the South West 
(4 States) participated in the Workshop

A total of 29 participants from 11 States took part in the workshop which was dedicated to issues on Water and 
Sanitation. There were 21 male and 8 female participants.

Photo Sessions at the Event
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HealthCare Delivery Systems Workshop
The eighth workshop in the series of the 12 five-day Capacity Building Workshop for Parliamentary Support Staff of 
National and State Assemblies was dedicated to issues on Healthcare Delivery Systems.  The workshop was held 
between 20th and 26th of May 2012 at the ALF International Conference Centre, Ota.

The workshop was graced by experts in the field of political science, public policy, Medicine, health policy systems 
etc. These included Dr. Mike Egboh, National Programme Manager; Partnerships for Transforming Health Systems 
II Nigeria, Dr. Wole Odutola, Senior Health Specialist, World Bank, Abuja, Prof. Friday Okonofua, Prof of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics Program Manager, Ford Foundation, Lagos.
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Youth Development Workshop

The ninth workshop in the series of the 12 five-day Capacity Building Workshop for Parliamentary Support Staff of 
th

National and State Assemblies was dedicated to issues on Youth Development. The workshop was held between 18  
thand 24  of October 2012 at the ALF International Conference Centre, Ota.

The workshop was graced by experts in the field of political science, public policy, youth development, sexual and 

reproductive health, education, entrepreneurship etc. The highly informed faculty members took turns throughout 

the entire course of the workshop to deliver on the various topics assigned to them. Among these facilitators are 

Emmanuel Etim, Senior Expert with the Youth Division of the African Union, Gbenga Sesan, Executive Director, 

Paradigm Initiative of Nigeria, and others

A total of 25 participants from 10 States took part in the workshop which was dedicated to issues on Healthcare 
Delivery Systems. There were 20 male and 5 female participants.  13 Resource persons and 7 Secretariat Staff also 
took part in the workshop.
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Technology and National Development Workshop

The eleventh workshop in the series of the 12 competitiveness and improve the wellbeing of its 

five-day Capacity Building Workshop for people depends very much on the extent to which it 

Parliamentary Support Staff of National and State can develop, use, exploit and sell information, 

Assemblies was dedicated to issues on Technology knowledge and technology in one form or another. 

and National Development.  The workshop was held Thus the emerging information and knowledge age 

between 17th and 23rd of March 2013 at the ALF and the new technological revolution are heralding a 

International Conference Centre, Ota. new economic and social order characterized by the 

devel

opme

n t ,  

a n d  

explo

itatio

n  of  

ICTs  

withi

n all 

spher

es of 

huma

The main objective of the workshop was to n endeavor.
provide participants with an understanding of how 

A total of 20 participants from 11 States took part in 
improved legislation on science and technology can 

the workshop. There were 15 male and 5 female 
be a viable tool for national development at all levels. 

participants. 13 Resource persons and 5 Secretariat 
The workshop observed that information, knowledge 

Staff also took part in the workshop.
and technology are increasingly becoming the key 

drivers for socio-economic development worldwide. 

A nation's capability to accelerate its socio-economic 

d e v e l o p m e n t  p r o c e s s  a n d  g a i n  g l o b a l  
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Photographs of PSP on Technology and National Development
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Photo Session on Human Capital Development 2013
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At the end of the Parliamentary Support Programme, 12 networks of technically trained legislative aides were 
thcreated. 11 of the workshops were on specific thematic focus while the 12  network was created from the 

Consolidated Workshop to coordinate the 11 previously created networks. The networks created include; 

1. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Climate Change 

2. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Millennium Development Goal 

3. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Entrepreneurship and Wealth Creation 

4. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Public Security and Safety 

5. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Agriculture and Rural Development 

6. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Gender Mainstreaming and Budgeting 

7. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Water and Sanitation 

8. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Healthcare Delivery Systems 

9. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Youth Development 

10. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Technology and National Development 

11. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Human Capital Development 

12. Network of Parliamentary Staff on Consolidation Workshop 

ALF | Annual Report 2012 - 2015
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LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

Orientat ion  and Debrie f ing  Workshop

Programme Background

The Legislative Internship Programme (LIP) is aimed at consolidating and institutionalizing the norms and 
principles of liberal democracy in Nigeria. LIP is proudly supported by the Royal Norwegian Embassy Nigeria 
from 2010 to 2013.

The LIP was specifically designed to provide young Nigerians and students in institutions of higher learning across 
the six geo – political zones of Nigeria with the opportunity to acquaint them with the requisite parliamentary 
structures and processes. Essentially, the programme content aspired to encourage them to consider parliamentary 
career - either as future parliamentarians or parliamentary support staff.

LIP Capacity Building Workshops 

Six batches of legislative internship programmes were organised for young Nigerians over a period of three years. 
Within the three years of project implementation, ALF trained and deployed 236 students of tertiary institutions in 
Nigeria to undertake legislative tutelage as interns at state assemblies.

LIP Photo Session at the LIP
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owards Sustainable Wealth and Job Creation: poor youth constitute easy and ready cannon fodder 
Challenges and Opportunities for Africa for mischief-makers and assorted self-seekers as well 

as other criminal and bandit elements. The need to T
address the twin question of sustainable wealth The Africa Governance, Leadership and Management 
creation and employment is therefore extremely Convention is a private sector driven roundtable that 
urgent.seeks to bring the private sector and the public sector 
Participants at the annual event included leaders in the on the continent together, to dialogue on critical 
private and public sectors from over 10 African business and leadership concerns on the continent. 
countries. Distinguished guests and speakers at the This initiative is driven by the Kenya Institute of 
convention included H.E Olusegun Obasanjo, former Management (KIM), in conjunction with the Africa 
Nigerian President; H.E. Hon. Mwai Kibaki, who was Leadership Forum (ALF) of Nigeria. The Convention 
represented by Hon. Dalmas Otieno, Dr. Donald is increasingly becoming a critical player in shaping 
Kaberuka, President African Development Bank the future of the Continent of Africa
Group;  Dr.Tegegnework Get tu  Assis tant  
Administrator and Director, Regional Bureau for 

rd
The 2012 convention was the 3  in its series. The Africa, UNDP; H. E. Erastus Mwencha, Deputy 
convention, which had the theme Towards Chairperson Africa Union Commission; Dr. Manu 
Sustainable Wealth and Job Creation: Challenges and Chandaria – Chairman, Comcraft Group. Others were 
Opportunities for Africa, was held at the Sarova Hon. Joseph W. Nyagah, MP, Minister, Kenya 
Whitesands Hotel in Mombasa, Kenya from August Ministry of Co-operative Development and 
5-9 2012. Marketing; Alfred Lenana, Council Chairman, KIM; 

Ayodele Aderinwale, Executive Director, ALF; David Arising from the event, it was resolved that wealth 
Muturi, Executive Director, KIM.creation and job creation is a matter that requires 

urgent and frontal attention in Africa. Unemployed 
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Photos of the 2012 AGLM Convention
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KIM / ALF 2013 AFRICA GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
 CONVENTION

language barrierhis edition was themed Opening Up Africa 
to Africa was held at the Leisure Lodge 5. Investment in Science, Technology and 
Resort, Kwale County, Kenya from 3 to 6  Innovation: There is need to increase funding for TSeptember 2013. science, technology, research and innovation. 

thThe 4  AGLMC theme was birthed in recognition of 6. Value Addition: Africa must move from the 
the centrality of good and effective governance, in the exportation of primary commodities to processed 
search for intra-Africa interaction in all facets of life; goods, arrest exporting of primary goods at 
also concerned about  the infrastructural deficit, throwaway prices and exportation of employment 
language barriers, tariff and non-tariff barriers, opportunities.
underdeveloped agricultural sector, the need for 

7. Investment in Health: African governments are continentalisation ahead of globalisation, the lack of 
called upon to improve health services by giving value addition on primary commodities, insufficient 
effect to the Abuja Declaration that recommended an investment in health and the underfunding of science, 
investment of at least 15 per cent of GDP in the sector. t e chno logy  and  innova t ion ,  and  you th   

unemployment; 8. International Negotiations: 
African governments are urged to The convention urged African 
precede any internat ional  l e a d e r s  t o  r e s o l v e  t h e  
negotiation with intra-African following:
deba tes  towards  common 

 1 .  I n f r a s t r u c t u r a l  positions on matters of interest to 
D e v e l o p m e n t :  A f r i c a n  the continent. 
governments are called upon to 

9. Conflict Resolution: The turn these def ic i ts  into 
African Union is urged to form a investment opportunities in 
boundaries commission to deal conjunction with the private 
with boundaries, and to form a sector and relevant institutions, 
Pan-African authority on strategic such the African Development 
cross-border resources to resolve Bank.
resource-based conflicts. 

2. Removal of Trade Barriers/ 
10. Enterprise Development: Promotion of Collapsing the Boarders: The 54 African states are 
meaningful development in Africa countries are urged to expedite the policy frameworks to collapse 
urged to facilitate the creation of grassroots boundaries to enable free movement of goods and 
corporations by setting up industrial centres owned people 
and managed by communities at the lowest 

3. Human Resource Development: African administrative levels.
countries are urged to introduce entrepreneurship in 

11.  The Media in the African Agenda: The school curricula to orientate training towards job 
convention urged African states and the media to creation rather than narrowly focusing on 
create platforms for common synergy in the vision of employment.   
opening up Africa to Africans.

  4. Removal of Language Barriers: African 
countries are therefore called upon to promote a 
language industry to facilitate a breakthrough in the 
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KIM / ALF 2015 AFRICA GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
 CONVENTION

he theme for the 2015 convention was titled and Laureate of Hideyo Noguchi Africa Price by 
Japan; Dr. Jacobus Kamfer (Jakkie) Ciliers is the “The Private Sector in Africa and the 
Executive Director of the Institute of Security Studies TEmerging Global Security Challenges and 
and Head of African Futures and innovative Section; Concerns”. Venue again was the beautiful town of 
D r.  S o b b i e  Z . A .  M u l i n d i  i s  a  s e n i o r  Kwale County, Mombasa, Kenya, on October 7-9, 
Lecturer/Consultant at the University of Nairobi; 2015. 
Ronak Gopaldas, is the Head of Country Risk at Rand 

It is recognized that economic and human 
Merchank Bank in Johannesburg; Yasushi Katsuma is 

development will thrive in environments that have 
the Dean and Professor, Graduate School of Asia-

been deliberately nurtured to be supportive of growth. 
Pacific Studies, Waseda University, and Vice-

The global community is today in the grip of 
President, Japan Society for International 

completely new challenges and threats, previously 
Development; Oyewale Tomori is the president of 

unimagined. Foremost among these are global 
Nigeria Academic of Science and a recipient of the 

terrorism and the emergence of new situations and 
National Order of Merit (NNOM), Nigeria's highest 

challenges in health. The agenda before participants 
award for academic, intellectual attainment and 

therefore is what contribution can the Private sector 
national development.

itself make towards confronting the threat of global 
terrorism? This and more are the critical focus for the 
Africa Governance, Leadership and Management 
Convention 2015

Facilitators 

Professor Miriam K. Were, is a Professor of Medicine 
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BILL AND MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION (BMGF) 2014

igeria, with its ailing public services, growing A zonal level capacity development for 
social and political problems, depends on the improving CSOs technical competence and Nhuge space for the functioning of a fourth arm organizational development is considered a 

of government which is filled by indigenous NGOs, viable tool for addressing gaps relating to CSOs 
CBOs, FBOs, media, as well as a few international organizational development planning, strategic 
organisation with vast resources from multilateral 

planning, and sustainability
organisations and philanthropist. Collectively these 

3. Developing Effective Networks for the organisations are called Non State Actors-NSAs. 
Most active and clearly visible NSAs tend to focus on Prevention and management of malaria using 
governance and related issues. In essence, NSA a combination of approaches;
activities in areas such as health, agriculture, climate 

(i) Use of Malaria Community Volunteers to change, micro finance, and similar “technical and 
quicken the delivery of malaria therapy: specialised' issue areas are not common place. 
This will be made up of selected and Predictably, there is a paucity of data on the activities 
trained community members and of NSAs in these areas thus making it difficult if not 
individuals who can identify and treat impossible to immediately speak competently on the 

capabilities and capacities of such organisations. malaria symptoms without any problem. 
Given the fact that the 9 focus areas of Bill and 

(ii) Free Malaria Test Project with Subsidized 
Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF), are the technical 

Treatment: The Provision of free malaria and specialised issue areas, it became imperative to 
test will allow a lot of people to know undertake a carefully designed study to, among other 
their malaria status and follow up with things, identify CSOs and other agencies active in 
immediate treatment, particularly when these areas. The project thus focused on the south 
economic prices are not imposed on western part of Nigeria as part of a broader national 

exercise undertaken by the development Research and malaria drugs
Projects Centre (dRPC), with the Africa Leadership 

4. Green Library Initiative (GLI): Provision of 
Forum (ALF) assisting in the implementation at the 

educational materials on environmental and instance of BMGF. 
Climate Change with focus on School 

Recommendation on Quick Win Project to BMGF Children, Teachers and Parents within a 
specified communityFollowing the gains from the capability assessment of 

CSOs in the southwest using the dRPC/BMGF survey 5. Financial Literacy and Credit Access 
tools, the following quick-wins interventions are 

Programme for Entrepreneurs in selected 
hereby recommended:

Business Sectors: This approach will promote a 
1. P r e - I n t e r v e n t i o n  S t a ke h o l d e r s  spread of BMGF across the country, as the 

Consultation for Agenda-setting: provision of financial literacy and micro credit 
will contribute to the mobilisation and The dRPC/BMGF management through the 
optimisation of local resources.Southwest Team Leader could consider 

conducting a 3-day stakeholders' engagement 6. Development of Broad CSOs Network
forum, involving the leadership of assessed and 

It is recommended that BMGF undertake further 
recommended CSOs, and capacity building 

assessment of networks operating in the 9 BMGF 
institutions to present them BMGF project scope 

sectors to facilitate the formation and 
with its peculiar operational framework in order 

development of a large CSO network with sub-
to seek CSOs' familiarisation and inputs. The 

group affiliates in the 9 BMGF thematic 
essence of this intervention is to address the 

programme areas. This is aimed at strengthening 
general concerns of indigenous CSOs on non-

networks to be strong, sustainable, and 
inclusion in the donor agenda setting and lack of 

innovative in their response to donors' 
consultation on project planning and exit 

withdrawal from specific programming areas, 
strategies.

while also reinforcing participation in voluntary 
2. Capacity Building for CSOs Technical assessment process to improve operational 

C o m p e t e n c e  a n d  O r g a n i s a t i o n a l  standards and mentorship.
Development:
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CBN - ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT CENTRE SOUTHWEST

ctivities of the EDC programme will be project. We have, in the light of this, resolved not 

divided into three phases namely; the first to fail Nigerians in this crucial role of improving 

phase of execution which took place from youth employment. A
2008 to 2013 in Lagos, and recorded the The second phase of the CBN-EDC commenced in 
achievement of training 18,167 young Nigerians, 2014 as a tripartite arrangement, as different from 
5,571 males and 12,596 females. A total of 19,513 the first phase during which the CBN acted as the 
persons were also counselled while 715 clients sole funding agency which ALF was the 
accessed ? 96,460,559.00 as credit from different implementing partner. After a strongly contested 
financial institutions, private individuals and bidding process, in which five of the six Southwest 
organizations. In terms of job creation, 222 states partook, Oyo State won the bidding 
businesses were established while 873 existing process and so became the third party in the new 
businesses experienced expansion. In addition, phase. 
397 and 236 new direct and indirect jobs were 

Next was the choice of siting the project created respectively, while 2,723 jobs were 
Centre. The choice of citing the Centre at the created as a result of business expansion.  Many of 
Government Technical College, Oyo, was these established businesses having been nurtured 
tempting due to the standard facility such as by the EDC for 18 months are still existing and 
residential, skills acquisition and recreational have become employers of labour, whilst also 
activities that are available at the Centre. The contributing to the growth of the Nigerian 
second Centre of choice is Samonda, in Ibadan, economy. 
which used to function as Social Development 

The second phase started in 2014 when Staff Training Centre. Due to the latter's proximity 
the CBN, having commended the enormous to University of Ibadan and the Ibadan 
work put in by the Lagos team, sought to Polytechnics, as well as its direct closeness to 
reappoint the ALF to run the programme for the major research institutes such as NISER, MOORE 
second phase starting from 2015. It is important Plantation and others, siting the Centre in 
to state that ALF is the only organization retained Samonda became the overwhelming choice. 
to continue the project out of the three 

Renovation of the premises commenced towards implementing agencies tasked to undertake the 
the end of 2014 as major equipment from the 
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former Lagos Centre had to move to Ibadan. By Bank of Nigeria, Mr. Garuba Ismail, Development 

January 2015, a dry run Training for the staff Finance Department of the Central Bank of 

began at the ALF Secretariat in Ota. This was Nigeria, Mr. Olufemi Adebiyi, Training Manager,  

needed to reacquaint the ALF's seasoned Entrepreneurship Development Centre, Mr. Sola 

specialists through a refresher course. The Olanipekun, Monitoring and evaluation 

organized ToT also enabled management to Manager, Entrepreneurship Development 

remodel how the new phase would be run. Centre, representatives of 30 Microfinance Banks 

across Southwest Nigeria, representatives of First Collaborative Meeting with the 
students of the Entrepreneurship Development Microfinance Banks in South West Geo-Political 
Centre and staff of the Entrepreneurship Zone (Ibadan, April 16, 2015)
Development Centre. Mr. Funsho Popoola 

The CBN-Entrepreneurship Development Centre coordinated the event. Altogether, 41 persons 
(EDC), Southwest Zone organized a collaborative were in attendance and participated in the 
meeting with the Microfinance Banks in South deliberations at the meeting. At the end of the 
West Geo-Political Zone. The meeting was held in briefing, six Microfinance Banks namely AB MFB, 
Ventura Cinemas, Samonda, Ibadan, Oyo State, Omak MFB, Ikoyi Osun MFB, Susu MFB and NPF 
Nigeria on April 16, 2015 had in attendance a MFB indicated their willingness to participate in 
cross section of stakeholders from across the this scheme while others will revert to the EDC 
Nation. with their responses.

In attendance were Dr. Olumide Ajayi, Project 

Director of the Entrepreneurship Development 

Centre, Mrs. Maina Hadiza, Assistant Director, 

Development Finance Department of the Central 
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TIMELINE OF THE CBN-EDC PROJECT

Achievements of the CBN-EDC Southwest in 2015
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he second phase of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)-funded Entrepreneurship Development Center (EDC) 
commenced in March 2015 on a tripartite agreement between the CBN, Africa Leadership Forum (ALF) and 
the Oyo State Government (OYSG). The goal of the EDC is to provide entrepreneurship training, business T

advisory services and access to funding for start-up businesses and to expand existing businesses with the overall aim 
of reducing unemployment and tackling poverty in Southwest Nigeria.

Training activities included introduction of morning and afternoon training streams to allow trainees with busy 
schedules that could not attend the morning training sessions participate. Off-site training programs were also 
conducted in partnership with social and religious bodies to enrol and train more participants.

World Class training curriculum was used in enhancing the capacities of the trainees with regards to enterprise 
development, business management skills, leadership, financial management, networking and customer satisfaction 
using different training approaches such as lectures, simulations, brainstorming sessions, and practical.

ENTREPRENUERSHIP DEVELOPMENT CENTER 2015
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The premises of the CBN-EDC SW at Samonda, 
Ibadan, Oyo State.

The EDC utilizes the Action Learning approach in all 
training activities

A client of the CBN-EDC SW seen at work on his farm 
during the weekly field visit exercise

The EDC staff offering business advisory services to a 
small business owner

Activities of CBN-EDC Southwest 2015 in pictures



OYO STATE GOVERNMENT MSME FUND DISBURSEMENT CEREMONY

In one of ALF's great feat of 2015, the Oyo State Government made true its promises by giving the CBN-EDC 
beneficiaries the State MSME fund totalling 120,000,000 in a ceremony that elated all staff and training 
beneficiaries. No doubt, the second phase of the EDC commenced on a good note.
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Training in session -  EDC Trainees actively participating 
in a group work activity

The premises of the CBN-EDC SW at Samonda, 
Ibadan, Oyo State.



Innovations
Awareness Creation: Unlike the first phase, radio advertisement and jingles were inculcated as part of the 
sensitization activities in the state. Training was also done in morning and afternoon streams to encourage those that 
may not be opportune to participate in the morning to be able to access the program. The Centre is strongly present on 
social media and also uses an official website to inform, sensitize, educate and report about EDC activities.
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ALF PARTNERS WITH OYO-ODU'A SKILLS ACQUISITION SCHEME 

It became more imperative to engage the youth not only in social development issues but also in economic 
development. This dovetailed to the creation of the Entrepreneurship Development Centre that has become the 
strong focus of the organization since 2008. The rate of social vices among Nigerians has gone on the rise. Hence, the 
creation of skills acquisition Centers that can help in reducing social-misfits and delinquents in the society. 

This is the thinking of both parties when they came together to jointly offer both entrepreneurship and vocational 
skills training, wherein both training will complement each other. The process towards formalization of agreement 
started with the engagement of both parties in a series of meetings which also involved the Oyo State Government as 
the principal agent. 

The GMD of Odu'a Investment Company Limited stated that the company is in this engagement as part of its 
Corporate Social Responsibility to the nation as a whole, and to the southwest region in particular. He said that any 
company or corporation that is not socially responsible is an exploiter. Mr. Raji also enumerated briefly OICL's 
agenda tagged “Development Agenda for Western Nigeria (DAWN)”, which is a plan to formulate a regional based 
agenda to canvass position and push for an economic framework for the region. It also seeks a uniform of opinion, 
and comparison of policies for Southwest states. He said that the OICL shall be looking forward to link the ALF up 
with DAWN. 

Also contained in the collaboration between both organizations is the agricultural internship support programme 
that allows willing interns from the CBN-EDC to have their internship programme at the Odu'a Farm Settlement 
Centres in Ede, Osun State and Awe, Oyo State.

thWith all negotiation concluded on the 8  of August 2015, formal signing took place at the Cocoa House, Ibadan, with 
the Group Managing Director of Odu'a Investment Company Limited, Mr. Raji, and the Executive Director of the 
Africa Leadership Forum, Dr. Olumide Ajayi both present
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ALF WEARS A NEW LOOK
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Financial Report
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AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM 

                                                    BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST DECEMBER, 2012   

  2012  2011 

 (NOTES) N  N 

 ASSETS     

CURRENT     

Investment in TGH 4 8,495,295   8,495,285  

Cash & Bank 2 5,363,552   20,742,905  

Stocks 3 250,500   610,485  

Account Receiveable  2,722,000   17,739,484  

Other Debtors 9 72,370,830   49,660,680  

Staff Loan & Advances  492,439   384,724  
     

Long Term     

Property & Equipment 1 69,149,652   93,630,176  

  158,844,268   191,263,739  

 LIABILITIES     

Current     

Accounts Payable  43,529,417   22,277,261  

Loan Payable  15,019,060   17,274,098  

Provision /Accured Expenses 10 14,528,568   14,831,319  

  73,077,045   54,382,678  

     

NET CURRENT LIABILITIES  85,767,223   136,881,061  

NET ASSETS  85,767,223   136,881,061  
     

EQUITY     

Accumulated Fund b/f 1st Jan. 2012 68,620,692   117,378,646  

Prior Year Adjustment                                    -     29,396,404  

Suplus /(Deficit) for the year  (23,771,547)  (50,812,068) 

Accumulated Fund c/f 31st Dec.2012 44,849,145   95,962,982  

Revaluation Surplus/Retained Earnings 40,918,079   40,918,079  

  85,767,224   136,881,061  

  158,844,269   191,263,739  
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                                                    AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM 
                                                INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 

                                      FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2012 
  

     

 
NOTE 2012 

 
2011 

  
 N 

 
N 

INCOME 5 50,806,881 
 

240,102,824 

  
50,806,881 

 
240,102,824 

     EXPENSES 
    

     Administrative Expenses 6 24,818,505 
 

168,549,742 

     Program Expenses 7 29,531,978 
 

87,224,811 

     Professional & Financial Charges 8 20,227,945 
 

35,140,339 

  
  

 
  

COST OF OPERATION 
 

74,578,428 
 

290,914,892 

  
  

 
  

RESULT OF OPERATION FOR THE YEAR          (23,771,547) 
 

(50,812,068) 

     EXCEPTIONAL ITEM 
   

0 

     

  
         (23,771,547) 

 
     -50,812,068  
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                                                                         AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM 
                                                     BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST DECEMBER, 2013 

 

  
2013 

 
2012 

 
(NOTES) N 

 
N 

 ASSETS 
    CURRENT 
    

     Contribution in  TGH 4 0  
 

8,495,295  

Cash & Bank 2 10,286,476  
 

5,363,552  

Stocks 3 20,000  
 

250,500  

Accounts Receiveable 
 

1,923,435  
 

2,722,000  

Other Debtors 9 42,506,086  
 

72,370,830  

Staff Loan & Advances 
 

0  
 

492,439  

     Long Term 
    Property & Equipment 1 59,869,165  

 
69,149,652  

     

  

114,605,1
62  

 

158,844,26
8  

 LIABILITIES 
    Current 
    Accounts Payable 
 

21,827,383  
 

43,529,417  

Loan Payable 
 

15,019,060  
 

15,019,060  

Provision /Accured Expenses 10 46,101,343  
 

14,528,568  

  

82,947,78
6  

 
73,077,045  

     
NET CURRENT LIABILITIES 

 
31,657,376  

 
85,767,223  

NET ASSETS 
 

31,657,37
6  

 
85,767,223  

     EQUITY 
    Accumulated Fund b/f 1st Jan. 2013 44,849,144  

 
68,620,692  

Suplus /(Deficit) for the year 
 

(54,109,84
7) 

 
(23,771,548) 

Accumulated Fund c/f 31st Dec.2013 
(9,260,703

) 
 

44,849,144  

Revaluation Surplus/Retained Earnings 40,918,079  
 

40,918,079  

  
31,657,376  

 
85,767,223  

  

114,605,1
62  

 

158,844,26
8  
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AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM 

                                                INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 
                                                 FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2013 
  

        
 

     

 
NOTE 2013 

 
2012 

  
N 

 
N 

     INCOME 5 20,896,158 
 

50,806,881 

  
20,896,158 

 
50,806,881 

     EXPENSES 
    

     Administrative Expenses 6 44,833,443 
 

24,818,505 

     Program Expenses 7 17,260,294 
 

29,531,978 

     Professional & Financial Charges 8 12,912,267 
 

20,227,945 

  
  

 
  

COST OF OPERATION 
 

75,006,004 
 

74,578,428 

  
  

 
  

RESULT OF OPERATION FOR THE YEAR -54,109,846 
 

(23,771,547) 

     EXCEPTIONAL ITEM 
 

0 
 

0 

     

  
-54,109,846 

 
-23,771,547  
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                                                                     AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM 
                                                    BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST DECEMBER, 2014 

 

  
2014 

 
2013 

 
  (NOTES) N 

 
N 

 ASSETS 
    

     
CURRENT 

    
Cash & Bank 2 846,884  

 
10,286,476  

Stocks 3 20,000  
 

20,000  

Accounts Receivable 
 

2,485,885  
 

1,923,435  

Other Debtors 8 36,650,314  
 

42,506,086  

Staff Loan & Advances 
 

0  
 

0  

     
Long Term 

    
Property & Equipment 1 203,542,316  

 
59,869,165  

     

  
243,545,399  

 
114,605,162  

 LIABILITIES 
    

Current 
    

Accounts Payable 
 

18,062,885  
 

21,827,383  

Loan Payable 
 

0  
 

15,019,060  

Provision /Accrued Expenses 9 47,636,144  
 

46,101,343  

  
65,699,029  

 
82,947,786  

     
NET CURRENT LIABILITIES 

 
177,846,370  

 
31,657,376  

NET ASSETS 
 

177,846,370  
 

31,657,376  

     
EQUITY 

    
Accumulated Fund b/f 1st Jan. 2014 

 
(9,260,703) 

 
44,849,144  

Suplus /(Deficit) for the year 
 

920,779  
 

(54,109,847) 

Accumulated Fund c/f 31st Dec.2014 
 

(8,339,924) 
 

(9,260,703) 

Revaluation Surplus/Retained Earnings 186,186,294  
 

40,918,079  

  
177,846,370  

 
31,657,376  

  
243,545,399  

 
114,605,162  
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                                                                  AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM 
                                                            INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 
                                                 FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2014 
  

        
 

     

 
NOTE 2014 

 
2013 

  
N 

 
N 

     INCOME 4 39,211,804 
 

20,896,158 

  
39,211,804 

 
20,896,158 

     EXPENSES 
    

     Administrative Expenses 5 30,941,799 
 

44,833,443 

     Program Expenses 6 4,615,313 
 

17,260,294 

     Professional & Financial Charges 7 2,733,913 
 

12,912,267 

     
COST OF OPERATION 

 
38,291,025 

 
75,006,005 

  
  

 
  

RESULT OF OPERATION FOR THE YEAR 920,779 
 

(54,109,847) 
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       STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2015 

  

ALF EDC CONSOLIDATED 

 

  

2015 2015 2015 

 

2014 

 

Notes N N N 

 

N 

       Non-current assets 

       Property,Plant and  Equipment  8  186,647,527  10,617,203   197,264,731  

 

203,542,316  

       Total Non-current assets 

 

 186,647,527  10,617,203   197,264,731  

 

203,542,316  

       Current assets 

      Inventory 

 

10,000  

 

10,000  

 

 20,000  

Account Receivables 9  31,345,196  1,328,152   32,673,348  

 

39,136,199  

Cash and cash equivalents 6  6,738,046  7,287,963   14,026,010  

 

 846,884  

Total current assets 

 

 38,093,242  8,616,115   46,709,357  

 

40,003,083  

       Total Assets 

 

 224,740,769  19,233,318   243,974,088  

 

243,545,399  

       EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 

      
       Equity 

      Accumulated Fund 

 

 7,230,336  15,570,955   22,801,291  

 

 (9,260,703) 

Surplues/(Deficit for the year 

 

-7,490,138  1,155,324  (6,334,814) 

 

 920,779  

Revaluation  Surplus 

 

 186,186,294  

 

 186,186,294  

 

186,186,294  

Total Equity 

 

 185,926,492  16,726,279   202,652,772  

 

177,846,370  

        Current liabilities  

   

-  

   Trade and other payables  10  38,814,277  2,507,039   41,321,316  

 

65,699,028  

Total current liabilities 

 

 38,814,277  2,507,039   41,321,316  

 

65,699,028  

       Total equity and liabilities 

 

 224,740,769  19,233,318   243,974,088  

 

243,545,399  
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AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM 

       STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015 

  

ALF EDC CONSOLIDATED 

 

 

Notes 2015 2015 2015 

 

2014 

  

N N N 

 

N 

Operating Income 4 32,093,734 148,570,760 180,664,494 

 

39,211,803 

       Direct Costs 

 

-  

   

-  

  

      

 

  

Gross Profit 

 

 32,093,734   148,570,760  180,664,494 

 

39,211,803  

    

0 

  Operating expenses 5 39,583,872 147,415,436 186,999,308 

 

38,291,025 

Profit before interest and tax 

 

(7,490,138) 1,155,324  (6,334,814) 

 

920,778  

       Finance costs  

 

-  -  -  

 

-  

       Profit before taxation 

 

-7,490,138   1,155,324  -6,334,814  -   920,778  

       Income tax (expense)/credit 

 

-  -  -  

 

-  

  

      

 

  

       Profit/(Loss)after taxation 

 

(7,490,138)  1,155,324  (6,334,814) 

 

 920,778  

       Other Comprehensive income 

      Actuarial gains /(Loss) 

 

-  

   

-  

Available for sale reserve 

 

-  

   

-  

       Total Other comprehensive income                         -    

   

-  

       Total Comprehensive

income for the year 

 

(7,490,138)  1,155,324  (6,334,814) 

 

 920,778  

       Profit attributable to: 

      Owners of the company 

 

(7,490,138)  1,155,324  (6,334,814) 

 

 920,778  

       Profit/(Loss) for the year 

 

(7,490,138)  1,155,324  (6,334,814) 

 

 920,778  
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Secretariat
ALF Plaza 1 Bells Drive, Benja Village Km 9,

Idiroko Road, Ota, Ogun State.
+234-8074634176, +234-8034543925

info@africaleadership.org , www.africaleadership.org

 cbnedcsw 

 @CBN_EDCsw 

 www.edcsouthwest.org 
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